
April Meeting Clerk’s narrative dated the 23rd of April 200, in lieu of the Parish 

Meeting on the 28th which has been cancelled. 

 

 

Dear Member’s, 

I have attached the papers as usual for next weeks cancelled Parish meeting. 

I have been continuing to staff the office and I have spoken to many of you either 

on the telephone or via e-mail over the past month. 

We have had a number of calls and e-mails seeking assistance and these people 

have been advised or redirected to various links. In addition, Gurvinder has been 

managing an assistance link and this has been advertised on our notice boards and 

website. 

I have attached a list of the correspondence received. If any Member wishes to 

view any of it, please let me know and I shall copy it and send it to you. The amount 

of correspondence is naturally lower this month.  

The removal of the Ash trees at The Oval is on hold pending a change in 

circumstances and we still await the agreement from DBC planning on this matter. 

The Oval and Longfield Play-areas have been closed and red/white tape and signs 

have been placed on them. I have been visiting them to ensure the tape and signs 

remain in place after The Oval tape was removed by someone. 

The current payments and receipts are attached, and the bank balances are as 

follows: 

Parish Council Premium account = £139,327:63 

Long Valley Hall account = £62,223:74 

Premium savings account one = £64.989:30 

Premium savings account two = £47,159:63 

We still await the precept payment of about £35,000 from DBC but its due very soon. 

The hall has been closed and the builders have told us that the start date will now 

be put back. This is because all their current work is suspended. This will put our work 

back and a date cannot be given at this time.  

We have offered the hall to the NHS Blood donation service as they need locations 

for emergency blood donation during the current crisis.  

We have received an e-mail from ‘Streetlights’ which has identified a number of 

lights and lighting columns that will need replacement over the coming year. The 

cost of this is about £10,000. Having spoken with Steve Brown, this shall be discussed 

as soon as we have another functioning Parish Council meeting. 

Landscape Services have started to cut the grass and are functioning despite the 

lock-down but with recommended social distancing etc. 



The Longfield Festival has now been cancelled and we have received the first two 

refunds from the Bouncy castle suppliers and Four Jays portable toilets. The 

company providing the plastic tables and chairs shall refund us in due course. 

The Parish Council AGM was to have been in the Long Valley Hall on the 1st May, but 

this will now be postponed. I await directions from KALC on this issue. 

Our finances are currently with the internal auditors (MJ Read A4G) and I await their 

report. PKF Littlejohn the national auditors have indicated that we should undertake 

the internal audit, but their review is to be delayed until after the health crisis. 

On my last report, I spoke about renewing the Parish council website in the summer. 

As there were no negative views expressed, I shall seek to deal in time with Parish 

Council Websites Ltd. Their basic service, which is similar to the site we have now, has 

a basic package for £469:00.  

One positive from the crisis is that we have nearly 100% allotment tenancy and I 

have signed up three new tenants in the past week. The allotments are looking tidy 

and are being improved.  

 

Regards, 

 

 

 

Mike Morgan 

 

 

 

 


